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Abstract—The Movable and Deployable Resource Unit
(MDRU)-based network provides communication services in
disaster struck areas where the lack of spectrum and energy
resources is intensified due to the high demand from users and
the power outages after a disaster. The MDRU-based network
attempts to apply spectrum- and energy-efficient methods to pro-
vide communications services to users. However, existing works
in this field only consider spectrum efficiency or energy efficiency
separately, in spite of the trade-off relationship between them.
Thus, we propose a scheme to improve the utilization of both
spectrum and energy resources for better system performance.
The considered MDRU-based network is composed of gateways
deployed in the disaster area, which can replenish their energy by
using solar panels. Our proposed scheme constructs a topology
based on the top k spectrum-efficient paths from each sender,
and applies max flow algorithm with vertex capacities, which are
the number of transmissions each gateway can send, referred to
as transmission capability. The transmission capability of each
gateway is determined by its energy resource and distances to its
neighbors. Furthermore, we show that the proposal can be used
for multi-sender multi-receiver topologies. A new metric named
spectrum-energy efficiency to measure both spectrum and energy
efficiencies of the network is defined. Through analyses, we prove
that a value of k exists such that the spectrum-energy efficiency
of a given topology is maximized. Furthermore, our simulation
results show that by dynamically selecting appropriate value of
k, the proposed scheme can provide better spectrum-energy ef-
ficiency than existing approaches. Also, our experimental results
verify the analysis findings.

I. INTRODUCTION

Providing information and communications technology
(ICT) services in areas affected by disasters is a challenging
issue for researchers and engineers because the ICT infrastruc-
ture in those areas can be damaged. In order to deal with such
issue, the concept of MDRU-based networks has been intro-
duced [1]. The idea of MDRU-based networks is to quickly
deploy a resource unit, which has the ability to accommodate
ICT services to the disaster site, and establish a wireless
network in the site. The high demand from users and the power
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Fig. 1. Considered MDRU-based wireless network.

outage after disasters are fundamental problems in MDRU-
based networks. In order to deal with the critical demand of
ICT services, spectrum-efficient methods should be considered
in MDRU-based networks. Furthermore, to solve the power
supply problem, renewable energy functions should be used
together with energy-efficient methods. Spectrum efficiency is
a measure of how efficiently the limited frequency spectrum
is utilized to transmit packets, i.e., how much throughput can
be achieved with a limited frequency bandwidth. However,
contemporary methods such as those in [2], [3] that aim to
improve spectrum efficiency fail to consider the limited energy
resources in practical MDRU-based networks. On the other
hand, energy efficiency is a measure of how efficiently the
energy is utilized to transmit packets, i.e., how many packets
can be transmitted with a limited energy. However, energy-
efficient methods such as those introduced in [4], [5] fail to
consider the limited frequency spectrum. Although there are
some investigations regarding multi-objective approaches [6],
[7], the joint problem considering both spectrum and energy
efficiencies has not received sufficient attention in literature. In
this work, we propose a scheme that considers both spectrum
and energy efficiencies in the MDRU-based network that is
applied to the network between the gateways, shown in Fig. 1,
deployed in a disaster area. We consider that each gateway
has a limited battery that is replenished by a solar panel. The
gateways can forward the packets from their surrounding users
to the MDRU by using a special wireless band. Furthermore,
each gateway can relay the data from other gateways to
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either the MDRU or the next gateway in the path to the
MDRU in the multi-hop manner. Based on the remaining
energy of the gateways, MDRU will decide which gateway
should transmit packets directly to the MDRU, and which
gateway should use multi-hop paths to send its packets. We
categorize the gateways into three groups, namely, senders,
relays, and forwarders. Senders are the gateways that want
to send packets via multi-hop paths. Relays are the gateways
that can relay packets from its neighboring gateways to the
next hop. Forwarders are the gateways that receive packets
from its neighboring nodes and can directly transmit them
to the MDRU. The proposed scheme is composed of two
phases, namely, topology formation and transmission division.
The topology formation phase creates a topology by using the
top k spectrum-efficient disjoint paths from each sender. The
gateways that are not in the resulting topology are not used. In
the transmission division phase, we split the traffic from each
gateway to the neighbors in the topology by using the max
flow with vertex capacities algorithm, which maximizes the
total number of transmissions that senders can transmit to the
forwarders given the transmission capability of each gateway.
Transmission capability is determined according to the energy
resource of a gateway and the distances to the its neighbors.
The main contributions of this article are summarized as
follows:

• We propose a scheme that considers both spectrum and
energy efficiencies to find routing paths from multiple
senders to multiple forwarders in an MDRU-based net-
work. The scheme composes the paths based on the top k
spectrum-efficient paths and the transmission capabilities
of the gateways. Additionally, we prove that the routing
paths can be obtained in polynomial time.

• We analyze relationship between the value of k in the
topology formation phase and the two objectives, namely,
spectrum and energy efficiencies, and we show that a
higher value of k decreases the average spectrum ef-
ficiencies of paths and increases the total number of
transmissions that senders can send to the forwarders.

• We introduce a new metric, namely, spectrum-energy
efficiency, to measure how many transmissions that can
be carried out with a limited frequency band and limited
energy resource. Furthermore, we prove that a value of
k exists that leads to the maximum spectrum-energy
efficiency of the MDRU-based network.

• By conducting extensive simulations, we validate the
accuracy of our analyses. Moreover, the simulation results
demonstrate that by dynamically selecting appropriate
value of k, the proposed scheme can provide better
spectrum-energy efficiency than the existing methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II surveys current research on spectrum and energy
efficiencies in wireless networks. In Section III, we outline the
challenges for MDRU-based networks. Section IV describes
the system assumptions, network model, and the definitions
of transmission capability and spectrum-energy efficiency. Our
proposed spectrum- and energy-efficient scheme is explained
in Section V. In Section VI, we analyze the relationship

between the value of k and the two objectives: spectrum
and energy efficiencies. Furthermore, the complexity of our
proposed algorithm is analyzed. We present the performance
evaluation in Section VII and conclude the paper in Sec-
tion VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Much research has been conducted on routing in multi-
hop networks, where nodes can serve as relays. Most of the
previous works on routing, such as those in [8], [9], focus on
how to improve the network throughput by designing routing
metrics and modifying the existing routing protocols to apply
these new metrics. However, these models do not fully take
into account the limitations of the physical layer. In contrast,
routing with limited spectrum resource has drawn attention of
the research community recently. Sikora et. al. analyzed the
performance of some practical routing schemes for wireless
networks and pointed out those that are most suitable for
power-limited networks and those that are most acceptable
for bandwidth-limited networks [6]. They also proposed a
new information-theoretic scheme, referred to as multi-hop
with recursive backward interference cancellation, to remove
all interference from the multi-hop system with an arbitrarily
small rate loss. However, they considered a one-dimensional
linear network and assumed that the number of relays and their
locations are design parameters. Chen et. al. considered a more
flexible assumption with a linear network comprised of an
arbitrary number of randomly located nodes and introduced the
objective function for the optimal spectrum-efficient routing
problem [2]. They note that the problem cannot be solved
by using simple shortest path algorithms because the routing
metric is neither isotonic nor monotone. Instead, they proposed
two suboptimal solutions, which are Approximately Ideal-Path
Routing (AIPR) and Distributed Spectrum Efficient Routing
(DSER). AIPR, a location-assisted routing algorithm, aims to
approximate the ideal routing path by calculating the optimum
inter-relay distance Dhop and choosing the relay node with
the distance to the source closest to Dhop. On the other
hand, DSER modifies the objective function of the optimal
spectrum-efficient routing problem so that the problem can
be solved in a distributed way. In DSER, the weight function
of a link l is calculated as 1 + β

ρl
, where β is the routing

coefficient, ρl is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the link
l, and 1 is the penalty for an additional hop. By using
this weight function, DSER can find the routing path based
on a shortest path routing algorithm. Furthermore, Saad [3]
proposed two algorithms to solve the original problem of
finding the maximum spectrum-efficient path in polynomial
computation time. These algorithms rely on the iterative use
of a shortest path procedure on a graph modified by removing
unnecessary links. However, the above mentioned algorithms
are based on the assumption that all nodes in the network are
connected with abundant power supplies.

Energy efficiency is another important topic in wireless
network and has attracted much attention [10]–[14]. For exam-
ple, Srinivas and Modiano studied minimum energy disjoint
path routing problem in wireless ad hoc networks [4]. Two
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optimal solutions for minimum energy 2 link-disjoint paths
and minimum energy k node-disjoint paths were proposed in
their research. Also, two heuristic algorithms were provided
to reduce the complexity of the optimal algorithms. On the
other hand, Miao et. al. focused on the energy-efficient link
adaptation in [5]. They proved that a unique globally optimal
link adaptation solution exists and proposed two iterative
algorithms, namely, Gradient Assisted Binary Search (GABS)
and Binary Search Assisted Ascent (BSAA), to obtain the
optimum solution. However, the above mentioned algorithms
for energy efficiency do not consider the limited spectrum
resource as a co-objective in their method.

In this paper, we consider a network with the limitations
of both frequency bandwidth and energy resources. To come
up with the solution for the joint problem of finding both
spectrum-efficient and energy-efficient routing paths, we pro-
pose a scheme composed of two phases: topology formation
and transmission division. In the topology formation phase,
we iteratively apply the optimal spectrum-efficient routing
algorithm [3] k times to find the top k best disjoint paths
in terms of spectrum efficiency. The resulting paths are used
to construct a topology. After that, we split the transmissions
based on the transmission capability of nodes from the con-
structed topology. The transmission capability of a node is
calculated based on its remaining energy and the distances to
its neighbors.

III. CHALLENGES FOR MDRU-BASED NETWORKS AND
DESIRED SOLUTION

As mentioned in [1], right after the occurrence of a disaster,
MDRU(s) will be transported to the disaster site to estab-
lish a network that provides Internet connectivity to users
in the area. The current prototype MDRU is relatively big
having dimensions of 9.0 meters width, 2.4 meters depth,
and 2.7 meters height, and thus, can be transported only by
large vehicles, which includes trucks and ships. However,
more compact versions of MDRUs that can be carried by
helicopters or other agile vehicles are being developed. An
MDRU contains ICT equipment such as servers and storage
devices, power supply, and cooling systems. After arriving
to the area, the MDRU connects to the Internet by using
the optical fiber cables installed under the ground, which are
robust to earthquakes and tsunamis according to the experience
of the great east Japan earthquake in 2011. The MDRU has the
ability to provide Internet connectivity to approximately 5000
users within a coverage area of 500 meters radius. The total
time for setting up the MDRU-based network, which includes
MDRU transportation, gateway placement, configuration, and
other preparation tasks, is expected to be one to three days
after the disaster occurrence. Also, the configured network
can be extended to cover a larger area by connecting multiple
MDRUs.

After a disaster occurs, people will try to use ICT devices
to confirm the safety of their family and friends. Additionally,
disaster victims will likely attempt to use mobile applications
such as [15] to inform their locations. Therefore, the number
of users will increase sharply within a short period of time.

Therefore, even though the MDRU only aims to provide basic
services such as VoIP, e-mail, and Internet access, guaranteeing
adequate network throughput is a major challenge in the
MDRU-based network, where the following issues are very
important.
• Spectrum efficiency: due to the extremely high demand

from users, wide frequency bandwidth is required to
achieve good throughput. However, the spectrum resource
is limited. Thus, it is necessary to use spectrum-efficient
methods for the MDRU-based network to increase the
number of users that can be satisfied with the available
throughput.

• Energy efficiency: in a disaster struck area, one of the
most critical issues is the power supply because the
infrastructure for power supply is not available due to
damage, safety reasons, and so forth. Hence, the network
has to operate in an area where energy is very limited,
which renders using energy-efficient methods for MDRU-
based network to be of utmost importance.

However, the approaches about spectrum efficiency alone
or energy efficiency alone, which are widely discussed in
literature, cannot be used in this kind of network because
there is a tradeoff relationship between the two. Therefore,
the desired solution for the aforementioned challenges is a
method that considers both spectrum and energy efficiencies to
maintain high throughput for the MDRU-based network, which
is limited in energy and spectrum resources. This objective is
referred to as spectrum-energy efficiency in this paper.

IV. SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

In this section, we describe the assumptions for our con-
sidered MDRU-based network, define the network model, and
introduce the metrics of transmission capability and spectrum-
energy efficiency. Transmission capability is used to measure
the number of transmissions that a gateway can transmit given
the limited energy resource and the distances to its neighbors.
Spectrum-energy efficiency is used to measure both spectrum
and energy efficiencies, which is calculated as the number of
transmissions that can be achieved given the limited frequency
and energy resources.

A. System Assumptions

Fig. 1 shows the considered MDRU-based network. Gate-
ways are deployed within the service area radius, i.e., 500
meters, to create an infrastructure to facilitate Internet connec-
tivity to the users in the disaster area. In order to alleviate the
power outage in the disaster area, the gateways are equipped
with batteries, which are rechargeable with solar panels. All
gateways can directly connect to the MDRU by using the
Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) [1]. Each gateway can forward
packets from its surrounding users to the MDRU. Also, they
can connect to other gateways to form a multi-hop network
among themselves. The connections between gateways equally
share the frequency bandwidth, which is a widely accepted
assumption [2], [3], [6]. Since the available energy can be
different time to time and between gateways, the MDRU
needs to decide which gateway should send packets directly
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Fig. 2. The categories of nodes in the network G(V,E). In the real network,
the forwarders are the gateways that have direct connections with the MDRU
in the routing paths.

to the MDRU and which gateway has to send packets by
using the multi-hop gateway network in order to efficiently
utilize the remaining energy of the gateways. The MDRU uses
920MHz frequency band for controlling gateways, which is
different from frequency band for data transmission, to reduce
the influence of the controlling transmissions on network
performance.

B. Network Model

For the multi-hop network composed of gateways, we define
the directed graph G(V,E), where V is the set of gateways and
E is the set of directed links between gateways. For a given
link l ∈ E, we use t(l) and r(l) to represent the transmitting
node and receiving node, respectively. A path L from node s
to node d in the network can be defined in two ways:

1) It can be defined as an ordered sequence of nodes
u1, u2, u3, ..., un ∈ V , where u1 = s and un = d.

2) It can be defined as an ordered sequence of links
l1, l2, l3, ..., ln ∈ E, where t(l1) = s, r(ln) = d, and
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, r(li) = t(li+1).

Also, we use t(L) and r(L) to represent the starting node and
the ending node of a path L, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 2, the nodes in the graph are categorized
into the following sets:
• Senders (S): the set of nodes that collect data from users

and transmit over the multi-hop network.
• Forwarders (F ): the set of nodes that receive data from

other nodes and directly send the data to the MDRU.
• Relays (R): the set of nodes that do not exists in S or F

and are able to relay data from other nodes in S or R.
The three sets satisfy the following equation:

S ∪ F ∪R = V. (1)

We define L, the set of all paths from any sender in S to any
forwarder in F :

L = {L|t(L) ∈ S, r(L) ∈ F} (2)

C. Metrics

1) Spectrum Efficiency: Spectrum efficiency of a path L,
<L, has been defined as the bandwidth-normalized end-to-end
rate [6]. It can be calculated as follows:

<L =
CL
B
, (3)

where CL is the end-to-end achievable rate of path L, and B
is the given bandwidth constraint of path L. The unit of <
is bit per second per hertz (b/s/Hz). With the assumption of
equal bandwidth sharing [2], <L can be calculated based on
the SNR of links as follows:

<L = min
l∈L

1

|L|
log(1 + SNRl). (4)

Here, we define the spectrum efficiency of a network G(V,E),
<G, as the average spectrum efficiency of the paths from the
senders to the forwarders.

<G =

∑
L∈L
<L

|L|
. (5)

2) Transmission Capability: In this article, we introduce a
metric named transmission capability in order to measure the
amount of transmissions given a specific amount of energy.
The transmission capability of a node u, Γu, is the number of
transmissions that node u can transmit to its next hop v with
its remaining energy:

Γu =
Eu
e(u,v)

, (6)

where Eu is the remaining energy of node u and e(u,v) is
the energy needed to carry out a transmission from node u
to node v. In a network with constant transmission power,
which is similar to the consideration in [2], [3], [6], Γu can
be derived as follows:

Γu =
Eu
e
, (7)

where e is the energy for a single transmission.
The transmission capability of a path L, ΓL, is the minimum

transmission capability of nodes in the path:

ΓL = min
u∈L

Γu. (8)

Here, we define the transmission capability of a network
G(V,E), ΓG, as the total of the transmission capability of
paths from senders to forwarders:

ΓG =
∑
L∈L

ΓL. (9)

Based on the transmission capability, the energy efficiency of
the network G(V,E), EG, can be calculated as follows:

EG =
ΓG∑

L∈L

∑
u∈L

Eu
, (10)

where Eu is the remaining energy of node u. E is measured
in 1 over joule (1/J).

3) Spectrum-Energy Efficiency: In order to measure both
spectrum efficiency and energy efficiency of a network, we
introduce a metric named spectrum-energy efficiency. The idea
of this metric is to measure the energy-normalized spectrum
efficiency of a network. The spectrum-energy efficiency of a
network G(V,E), ΩG, can be calculated as the product of
spectrum efficiency and energy efficiency of the network:

ΩG = <G × EG. (11)
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Since < is measured in b/s/Hz and E is measured in 1/J, the
unit of Ω is b/s/Hz/J.

V. PROPOSED SPECTRUM- AND ENERGY-EFFICIENT
SCHEME

Based on the metrics mentioned in the previous section, the
problem statement can be defined as follows: given a gateway
network G(V,E), the set of senders S, the set of forwarders F ,
and the set of relays R, find the routing paths from the senders
to the forwarders such that the spectrum-energy efficiency of
the network, ΩG, is maximum. In order to solve the problem,
we proposed a spectrum- and energy-efficient scheme. From
each sender, we find k disjoint paths with the highest spectrum
efficiency, <, by iteratively applying the optimal spectrum-
efficient routing algorithm [3]. The nodes and links of the
resulting paths are used to construct a topology. Then, the
max flow algorithm with vertex capacities is applied to the
constructed topology, where the capacity of a node u is its
transmission capability, Γu. Finally, the transmissions from
nodes are split according to the result of the max flow
algorithm.

The proposed scheme is composed of two phases: topology
formation and transmission division. The topology formation
phase has two steps:
• From each sender, find the top k spectrum-efficient dis-

joint paths to the forwarders.
• Construct a new topology using nodes and links of the

paths found in the previous step.
After the topology formation phase, transmission division
phase carries out following steps:
• Calculate the transmission capabilities of nodes in the

topology created from topology formation phase.
• Carry out the max flow algorithm with vertex capacities,

where the capacities are the transmission capabilities of
nodes.

• Split the transmissions from nodes following the result
of max flow algorithm.

The following sub-sections present the details of the above
mentioned phases, and the algorithm is described in Proce-
dures 1 and 2.

A. Topology Formation

In our proposal, we first attempt to find top k disjoint
paths from each sender to the forwarders in terms of spectrum
efficiency. Then, we construct a new topology, Ĝ(V̂ , Ê), based
on all nodes and links of the resulting paths. Finding one best
spectrum-efficient routing path from a sender s to a forwarder
d can be formulated as finding the solution for following
optimization problem [2].

max
L∈L
<L. (12)

In order to transfer the problem of finding paths from senders
to the forwarders into a one-source one-destination prob-
lem, we create an extended graph G′(V ′, E′) from G(V,E).
G′(V ′, E′) is created by adding a virtual destination d′ to V

Procedure 1 Topology formation
Input: The original gateway network G(V,E), set of senders
S, set of forwarders F , and the value of k.
Output: The topology Ĝ(V̂ , Ê).

1: Create a graph Ĝ(V̂ , Ê) with V̂ = V and Ê = {}.
2: Create a graph G′(V ′, E′) with V ′ = V and E′ = E.
3: Add a virtual destination d′ to V ′.
4: for all f ∈ F do
5: Add link l(f,d′) to E′ with SNRl =∞.
6: end for
7: for all s ∈ S do
8: for i = 1 to k do
9: In G′, find the best spectrum-efficient path L from
s to d′ by using the optimal algorithm proposed in [3].

10: Add all links of L to Ê except the links from
forwarders to d′.

11: Remove from E′ all links and nodes that belong
to L except nodes s and d′.

12: end for
13: end for
14: return Ĝ(V̂ , Ê).

and adding links from the forwarders to d′. The SNR of the
links from the forwarders to d′ are set to infinity.

V ′ = V ∪ {d′} (13)

E′ = E ∪ {l|t(l) ∈ F, r(l) = d′, SNRl =∞} (14)

Now the problem becomes finding top k spectrum-efficient
disjoint paths from a sender s to the virtual destination d′.
The process is carried out as follows. For each routine, we
find the most spectrum-efficient path from sender s to the d′

in the graph G′ by using the optimal algorithm proposed in
[3]. All the nodes and links of the resulting path are added
to the topology Ĝ. After that, all nodes (except s and d′) and
links of the resulting path are removed from G′. The routine
is repeated until we find k paths or no more path from s to
d′ can be found. The resulting Ĝ is the topology we need to
find.

B. Transmission Division

In order to have the best transmission strategy from senders
to the forwarders, we apply a max flow algorithm with vertex
capacities [16] for the topology Ĝ where the capacities
are the nodes’ transmission capabilities. Therefore, we need
to transform the topology Ĝ(V̂ , Ê) to a one-source one-
destination topology with links’ capacities, G∗(V ∗, E∗), as
shown in Fig. 3. G∗ is the extended graph of Ĝ with a virtual
source s∗ and virtual destination d∗. Every node v in Ĝ is
transformed to two nodes, vin and vout, in G∗. The set of
nodes of G∗ can be calculated as follows:

V ∗ = {s∗, d∗} ∪ {vin, vout|∀v ∈ V̂ }. (15)

The set of links in G∗, E∗, has all the links of Ĝ. The
capacities of these links are set to infinity. E∗ also has links
from s∗ to all senders S and links from all forwarders F to d∗
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Procedure 2 Transmission division
Input: The topology Ĝ(V̂ , Ê), set of senders S, and set of
forwarders F .
Output: The transmission division strategy from the senders
to the forwarders.

1: Create a graph G∗(V ∗, E∗) with V ∗ = {} and E∗ = {}.
2: Add a virtual source s∗ and a virtual destination d∗ to V ∗.
3: for all v ∈ V̂ do
4: Calculate the transmission capability of node v, Γv ,

by using Eq. 7.
5: Add two nodes vin and vout to V ∗.
6: Add link l(vin,vout) to E∗ with the capacity of the link
cap(l(vin,vout)) = Γv .

7: end for
8: for all l(u,v) ∈ Ê do
9: Add link l(uout,vin) to E∗ with the capacity of the link
cap(l(uout,vin)) =∞.

10: end for
11: for all u ∈ S do
12: Add link l(s∗,uin) to E∗ with the capacity of the link

cap(l(s∗,uin)) =∞.
13: end for
14: for all v ∈ F do
15: Add link l(vout,d∗) to E∗ with the capacity of the link

cap(l(vout,d∗)) =∞.
16: end for
17: Carry out a max flow algorithm for the graph G∗(V ∗, E∗)

with sender is s∗ and destination is d∗.
18: return The flow passing through the links of G∗(V ∗, E∗).

with the capacities of links are infinity. Furthermore, for any
corresponding node v of Ĝ, there is a link from vin to vout in
G∗, with the capacity is v’s transmission capability. The set
of links E∗ can be calculated as follows:

E∗ = {l(uout,vin)|l(u,v) ∈ Ê, cap(l(uout,vin)) =∞}
∪ {l(s∗,uin)|u ∈ S, cap(l(s∗,uin)) =∞}
∪ {l(vout,d∗)|v ∈ F, cap(l(vout,d∗)) =∞}
∪ {l(vin,vout)|v ∈ V̂ , cap(l(vin,vout)) = Γv}, (16)

where cap(l(u,v)) is the capacity of link l(u,v).
By applying a max flow algorithm for the extended graph

G∗, we can calculate the maximum total number of trans-
missions that the virtual source s∗ can send to the virtual
destination d∗. This value is exactly equal to the maximum
total number of transmissions that senders S can send to
the forwarders F . Since the transmission division phase uses
only nodes’ transmission capabilities, the max flow algorithm
is carried out regardless the status of network traffic. After
knowing the result of the max flow algorithm, the nodes can
split their transmissions following the algorithm’s result.

VI. OPTIMALITY OF k AND SCHEME COMPLEXITY

In this section, we prove that a value of k exists to
maximize the spectrum-energy efficiency of a network. Also,
the complexity of the proposed algorithm is discussed.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Forwarder

Sender

Relay

Virtual source

Virtual destination

Fig. 3. Transforming the topology Ĝ(V̂ , Ê) to an extended graph
G∗(V ∗, E∗). Every node v in Ĝ is transformed to two nodes, vin and vout,
in G∗. A virtual source s∗ and a virtual destination d∗ are added to G∗.

A. Relationship between k and Spectrum-Energy Efficiency

In order to analyze the relationship between the value
of k and the spectrum-energy efficiency, we first analyze
the relationship between k and the two metrics, spectrum
efficiency and transmission capability.

Lemma 1: Given a network G(V,E), the average spectrum
efficiency of k paths from a sender to the forwarders is
monotonically decreasing along with the increase of k.

Proof: Assume that {L1, L2, ..., Li, ..., Lk} are the top
k spectrum-efficient paths from a sender s to the virtual
destination d′, which are found by using the Procedure 1.
Since in every loop i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we find the ith best routing
path from s to d′ in the current graph and after that remove
all nodes and links of path Li, the spectrum efficiency of the
paths will satisfy <L1

≥ <L2
≥ ... ≥ <Lk

. Thus,

k∑
i=1

<Li
≥ k<Lk+1

(17)

k

k∑
i=1

<Li +

k∑
i=1

<Li ≥ k
k∑
i=1

<Li + k<Lk+1
(18)

(k + 1)

k∑
i=1

<Li ≥ k
k+1∑
i=1

<Li (19)

1

k

k∑
i=1

<Li
≥ 1

k + 1

k+1∑
i=1

<Li
. (20)

Therefore, the average spectrum efficiency of the paths will
monotonically decrease when k increases.

Lemma 2: Given a network and the information about the
energy level of nodes, the total number of transmissions that
the senders can transmit to the forwarders is monotonically
increasing along with the increase of k in the topology
formation phase.

Proof: Assume that Ĝk(V̂k, Êk) is the topology formed
by using the Procedure 1 with a given value of k. Since in
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TABLE I
EVALUATION SETTINGS

Parameter Value

MDRU’s coverage radius 500 m

Number of gateways 100

Gateway distribution Uniform

Number of senders 5

Number of forwarders 5

Number of disjoint paths (k) 1 ∼ 5

Network SNR 30 ∼ 40 dB

Pathloss exponent 2

Energy consumed per transmission 20 mJ

Average gateways’ remaining energy 1000 ∼ 2000 mJ

Number of different network realizations 1000

every loop, we attempt to find one more path from s to d′

and add the nodes and links from the path to the topology,
V̂k ⊆ V̂k+1 and Êk ⊆ Êk+1. Accordingly, in the transmission
division phase, G∗k+1 will have more nodes and links than
G∗k: V ∗k ⊆ V ∗k+1 and E∗k ⊆ E∗k+1. The total number of
transmissions that senders can transmit to the forwarders is
the flow that the virtual source s∗ can send to the destination
d∗ in Procedure 2. Therefore, the flow calculated from G∗k+1

will be greater or equal the value calculated from G∗k. In other
words, the total number of transmissions that the senders can
transmit to the forwarders monotonically increases when the
value of k increases.

Theorem 1: Given a network G(V,E), set of senders S, set
of forwarders F , and the information about the energy level of
nodes, there exists a value of k that maximizes the spectrum-
energy efficiency of the network.

Proof: Let <(k) be the average spectrum efficiency of
the paths from the senders to the forwarders, Γ(k) is the
total number of transmissions that the senders can send to
the forwarders, and E(k) is the network energy efficiency,
the spectrum-energy efficiency of the network is calculated
as follows:

Ω(k) = <(k)× E(k)

= <(k)× Γ(k)∑
L∈L

∑
u∈L

Eu
, (21)

where Eu is the remaining energy of node u and L is the set
of all paths from senders to forwarders. When k increases,
the total number of paths from senders to forwarders in-
creases. Thus,

∑
L∈L

∑
u∈LEu monotonically increases with

the increase of k. According to Lemmas 1 and 2, <(k)
monotonically decreases and Γ(k) monotonically increases
with the increase of k. Also, k is bounded by |F |. Therefore,
there exists a value of k that maximizes the value of Ω(k).

B. Complexity

In Procedure 1 at line 9, we use the optimal routing algo-
rithm proposed in [3] which has the complexity of O(|V |2|E|),
where V and E are the set of nodes and the set of links
in the network, respectively. Therefore, the complexity of the
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Fig. 5. Transmission capability of the network (ΓG) with different values
of k.

topology formation phase is O(k|S||V |2|E|), where S is the
set of senders and k is the number of paths we want to find
from each sender to the forwarders. As shown in Procedure 2,
we use a max flow algorithm for the extended graph. The
complexity of the max flow algorithm is O(|V |2|E|) when
using Dinitz blocking flow algorithm [17], or O(|V |3) in case
of push-relabel maximum flow algorithm [18]. Hence, the
complexity of our proposed spectrum- and energy-efficient
scheme is O(k|S||V |2|E|).

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
spectrum- and energy-efficient scheme in an MDRU-based
network by using extensive computer simulations. In order
to validate the analysis results, we confirm the relationship
between the value of k and the three metrics of the net-
work, namely, spectrum efficiency, transmission capability, and
spectrum-energy efficiency. Furthermore, the proposed scheme
is compared with the optimal spectrum efficiency and the
optimal transmission capability methods.

A. Simulation Settings

Table I describes the settings of our simulation. In the
coverage area of the MDRU, which has a radius of 500 meters,
100 gateways are uniformly distributed. This is a large number
of gateways because with 100 gateways, approximately 4000
users can be serviced (given that each gateway can provide
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Fig. 7. Average spectrum efficiency of the network (<G) with different
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service for up to 40 users). Each gateway has a battery with
the average remaining energy varying from 1000 to 2000 mJ.
The energy consumed per transmission is set to 20 mJ. Similar
to the works in [2], [3], [6], the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel model is used in our simulation to
calculate the spectrum efficiency of paths and the network.
As mentioned in Section IV-A, the MDRU can determine the
role of each gateway, which can be either a sender, a relay, or
a forwarder, in the gateway network. Categorizing the nodes
into senders, forwarders, and relays is outside the scope of this
paper. For the simulation, we choose five gateways with the
smallest amount of remaining energy to be senders and five
gateways with the highest amount of remaining energy to be
forwarders. The packets from senders go through the gateway
network to the forwarders before arriving the MDRU. Since
we find k disjoint paths from each sender to the MDRU to
build a topology, the value of k is bounded by the number
of forwarders, which is 5 in the simulation settings. The
remaining energy of gateways are randomly uniform. The
experiment simulations are executed 1000 times, each with
a different topology.

B. The Relationship among k, Spectrum Efficiency, Transmis-
sion Capability, and Spectrum-Energy Efficiency

Fig. 4 demonstrates the relationship between the value of k
and the average spectrum efficiency of the network. Note that
k = 1 means that we try to find only the optimal path from
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network SNR.

each sender, which has the maximum spectrum efficiency.
Therefore, when k = 1, our result in terms of spectrum
efficiency is the same as the maximum possible value. The
figure shows that when k increases, the average spectrum
efficiency decreases. The reason behind this phenomenon is
that paths with lower value of spectrum efficiency are used in
the transmission division phase of the proposed scheme. The
result of this figure validates the conclusion of Lemma 1.

Fig. 5 shows how the transmission capability of the MDRU-
based network changes with different values of k. As demon-
strated in the figure, the optimal spectrum-efficient method,
which can be considered as the case k = 1, achieves only
about 50 percent of the maximum transmission capability.
When k increases to 5, the network transmission capability
becomes close to the maximum value. As be clearly seen
from the result, the transmission capability improves as k
increases. The reason is that the number of paths participating
in transferring data from the senders to the forwarders in-
creases, which results in a higher total number of transmissions
that can be conducted. This result validates the conclusion
of Lemma 2. Figs. 4 and 5 prove that when k changes, the
average spectrum efficiency and the transmission capability of
the network change with opposite trends. Therefore, when we
consider both spectrum efficiency and transmission capability
of the network, the optimal value of k exists.

Fig. 6 shows the change of the network spectrum-energy
efficiency when the value of k changes in simulated topologies.
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The figure indicates that the optimal value of k that maximizes
the spectrum-energy efficiency is 2. Note that the optimal
value of k in this figure is the average value after simulating
many topologies by using considered parameters. Different
realizations of the network can have different optimal values
of k.

C. Evaluating the Improvement in Spectrum-Energy Efficiency

In order to conduct comparisons with traditional methods,
i.e., the methods that optimize spectrum efficiency and trans-
mission capability, respectively, we dynamically choose the
value of k for our proposed scheme to optimize the spectrum-
energy efficiency of each specific topology. Fig. 7 demon-
strates the change of network spectrum efficiency when the
network SNR changes for our proposed scheme compared to
the traditional methods. According to the results, the spectrum
efficiency of our proposal is less than that of the optimal
spectrum-efficient method but more than that of the optimal
transmission capability method. This occurs due to the fact
that our proposed scheme employs the top k spectrum-efficient
paths that have a lower average spectrum efficiency compared
with the one optimal spectrum efficient path.

Fig. 8 shows the network transmission capability of the
network for different values of average remaining energy per
node. The figure demonstrates that the transmission capability
of proposed scheme is between the two traditional methods.
The reason is the optimal transmission capability method only
considers transmission capability of nodes while our proposal
considers both transmission capability and spectrum efficiency.

Regarding the most important metric in this paper,
spectrum-energy efficiency, Fig. 9 indicates performance of the
proposed scheme compared to traditional methods. According
to the result, our proposal achieves highest spectrum-energy
efficiency compared to the optimal spectrum efficiency and
optimal transmission capability methods.

In conclusion, the results of the computer simulations show
that our method can improve the spectrum-energy efficiency
of the MDRU-based network by choosing top k spectrum-
efficient paths.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The lack of spectrum and energy resources is a major
problem in MDRU-based networks, where the throughput
requirement is very high. Current works in literature only
consider the problems of spectrum and energy efficiencies
separately, despite the fact that they are conflicting objectives.
Hence, we proposed a scheme to improve the utilization of
both spectrum and energy resources to increase performance
in the gateway portion of the MDRU-based network. The
proposal consists of two phases, namely, topology formation
and transmission division. The topology formation phase con-
structs a topology composed of gateways and links that belong
to the top k spectrum-efficient disjoint paths. The resulting
topology is used by the transmission division phase to split the
transmissions from the sender gateways to the MDRU through
the forwarder gateways. The splitting is conducted via the max

flow algorithm with vertex capacities, which are the trans-
mission capabilities of the gateways in the resulting topology.
Unlike the previous works in spectrum efficiency, the proposal
can be used for multi-sender multi-receiver topologies. We
defined a new metric, spectrum-energy efficiency, that reflects
both spectrum and energy efficiencies of the network. Through
analyses, we proved that there exists a value of k such that the
spectrum-energy efficiency of a given topology is maximized.
Our experimental results confirmed our analyses’ findings.
Furthermore, simulations showed that by appropriately select-
ing a value of k, the proposal can improve the spectrum-energy
efficiency compared to traditional approaches.
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